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1. Introduction. The problem to be considered here consists in finding in

a class of arcs C: yi{x) (i = i, ■ ■ ■ , n; x^x^x2) joining two fixed points

and satisfying a set of differential inequalities and equations of the form

<j>ß(x, y, y) ^ 0,        ^p(x, y, y) = 0

that one which minimizes the integral

1(C) - f   /(*, y, y)dx.

Valentine [llJC1) has given a brief history of this problem and has derived

certain necessary conditions by introducing auxiliary functions zs(x) such

that <t>P(x, y, y) =z*. His sufficiency theorems depended on assumptions of

normality and a field theory, and also required all except one of the differential

inequalities to be satisfied in the strict sense along the minimizing arc Co.

Using methods developed by McShane [9] and Hestenes [3; 4; 5; 6]

we shall give an indirect proof of a sufficiency theorem. Instead of demanding

that all but one of the functions <j>3 is positive along Co we shall impose the

more general restriction (2.5) to be described in the next section.

2. Statement of problem and main theorem. Let iR.be a region in (2w + l)-

dimensional space of points (x, y, p) = (x, y1, ■ ■ ■ , y", p1, ■ ■ • , pn). By an ad-

missible arc C will be meant a set of functions y*(x) (i=i, • ■ • , ra;xl^xiSx2)

which are absolutely continuous and have integrable square derivatives

y'(x) such that the point [x, y{x), y{x)\ is in %_ for almost all x on x1x2.

It will be assumed that the functions/(x, y, p), <j>ß(x, y, p), 4*"(x, y, p) are of

class C" on %_ (ß = l, ■ ■ • , m; p = m-\-l, ■ ■ ■ , m-\-t<n). The subset on %

on which <^(x, y, p) ^0, \pp(x, y, p)=0 will be denoted by O. We shall say

that C lies in D if the point [x, y(x), y{x)\ lies in O for almost all x on x'x2.

We shall be concerned with a particular admissible arc Co'. yi = yio(x) of

class C which lies in <D, satisfies the end conditions

(2.1) y%x') = yu (i — 1, • • ; i»; ** S« * á **;* = 1, 2)

and along which the matrix
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(2.2) 7

has rank m-\-l. Suppose that the interval xJx2 can be divided into a finite

number of open intervals Ar: xT<x<xT+i (r = 0, 1, • • ■ , T), where x0=x1,

xt+i = x2, in such a manner that each of the functions<j>ß[x, y0(x), jo(x)] either

vanishes identically on AT or is positive everywhere on AT. Let r(x) be the

set of indices ß such that <j)ß[x, yo(x), jo(x)] =0. Then T(x) is independent of

x when x is in A T and may be denoted by I\. Let A(ß) be the closure of the

sum of the intervals AT on which <j>ß\x, yo(x), yo(x)] = 0.

Consider now a set of continuous functions Xo ̂ 0, X^(x), X^x) such that if

we define

F(x, y, p, X) - X°/(x, y, p) + \fy{x, y, p) + W(x, y, p),

then the equations

(2.3) Fp< =  IJjdx + c1,

(2.4) X"(x)0"O, y, y) = 0 {ß not summed)

hold along Co with the multipliers X(x) for some set of constants c\ Let A(x)

be the set of indices ß such that X^x) 5^0 and let B(ß) be the set of points x

for which X"(x)5¿0. It is evident from (2.4) that £(ß), the closure of B(ß),

is contained in A(ß) and that A(x) is contained in T(x). In fact, A(x) is con-

tained in TT for all x in AT. We shall assume that

(2.5) r(x) — A(x) contains at most one index.

We shall make a further restriction on our choice of multipliers. Let

Ef(x, y, p, q, X) be the Weierstrass JE-function

EF = F(x, y, q, X) - F(x, y, p, X) - {qi - p^F^x, y, p, X),

and define $P{x, y, p) as

*"(*, y, p) = **(*, y, p)/[l + <j>ß\x, y, p)Y'\

It will be assumed that there is a neighborhood £>i of Co relative to the set G

and a constant b such that 0<&<1 and the inequality

(2.6) EF(x, y, p, q, X) - X"(x)^(*, y, q) ^ bEL(p, q) - X"(x)^(x, y, q)

holds whenever (x, y, q) is in £>lt (x, y, q) is in D, and <bs(x, y, p)=0 in case

ß is in A(x). Here L(p) is the integrand (1+£'£*)1/2 of the length integral and

EL(p, q) is the E-function

(2.7) EL(p, q) = L(q) - (1 + P'qVUp)
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for this integrand. We shall call the set of functions Xo à 0, X^(x), X"(x) an

admissible set of multipliers when the functions are continuous on x'x2 and

the conditions (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) are satisfied under the conditions

described.

Let us now consider a set of functions ij'(x) which are absolutely continu-

ous and have integrable square derivatives ij^x) on xxx2. If such a set of

functions satisfies with the curve Co and an admissible set of multipliers the

end conditions

(2.8) ,<(*■) = 0,

the differential equations

(2.9) <jfy<vl + 4>Ul = 0

for almost all x in B(ß), the differential inequalities

(2.10) tW + tU'^O

for almost all x in A{ß)—B(ß), and the differential equations

(2.11) tim+.tti'rO

for almost all x on x'x2, it will be called an admissible variation. For each

admissible variation, the second variation

JÁv) =   I      2o>(x, r¡, r¡)dx

=   f    (FywvY + 2Fy<p*virih + Fp'ptV^dx
J xi

is well defined.

Theorem 2.1. Let Co be an arc of class C which lies in D, satisfies the end

conditions (2.1), and along which the matrix (2.2) has rank m-\-t. Suppose an

admissible set of multipliers can be found for which J2(r))>0 for every nonnull

admissible variation. Then there is a neighborhood J of Co in (x, y)-space such

that the inequality I(C)>I(Co) holds for every admissible arc C in J which lies

in O, satisfies the end conditions (2.1), and is different from Co-

3. The problem with a finite number of variables. In order to be able to

draw conclusions from the inequality (2.6) and also to furnish a model for

the calculus of variations problem, we find it convenient to discuss first the

problem of minimizing a function f(x) of n variables x' in the class of points

x satisfying m inequalities ^(x) ^0 and / equations ^(x) =0, when m-\rt<n.

For the normal case, which is the only one we consider, our results are more

general than those of Karush [7].
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We suppose that the functions/(x), <}>ß(x), and ^"(x) are of class C" in a

neighborhood % of a point x0, that ^(xo) è0, ^p(x0) =0 and that the matrix

O.I) *:(*o)

^xi(Xo)

has rank m+t.

Theorem 3.1. If x0 minimizes f(x) in the class of points x near x0 such

that $0(x)S:O, \¡/p(x)=0, then there exist unique multipliers pß, pp such that if

F{x, p)=f(x)+pß4>ß(x)+pp4>"(x), then Fxi(x0, p)=0. Moreover, pß^0 and

pß<j>ß(x0) —Ofor each ß.

The first sentence of the theorem follows from well known results [l, p.

210] since the point x0 is a normal point which minimizes/(x) in the class of

points x near x0 for which <j)ß(x) =<f>ß(xo), ̂ '(x) =0. To prove that pß^0 we

pick functions ^'(x) (J = m+t+l, •••,«) of class C'such that the equations

(3.2) <f,ß(x) = vß + <l>ß(xo),       *'(*) = 0,       fiÇx) = Mx») + V

have a nonvanishing functional determinant when x = x0, vß = 0, v'=0. Solu-

tions xi(v) of class C" near v = 0 therefore exist such that x'(0) =x*0 and so the

function

(3.3) f[x(v)] = F[x(v), p] - iM> - mV(xo)

is minimized by v = 0 in the class of points v near 0 for which each vä^0. Its

derivative with respect to vß, namely —pß, must therefore be non-negative.

If #"(xo)>0 for some ß, then the function (3.3) has a two-sided minimum

when regarded as a function of vß only and so pß = 0. Hence pB<f>ß(x0) =0 for

each ß.

Let us define V as the set of all indices ß such that <t>B{x¿) =0, and A as the

set of all indices ß such that pß <0. It is clear then that A is a subset of T.

Theorem 3.2. If x0 minimizes f(x) in the class of points x near x0 such that

</>i(x)^0, \f/''{x)=0, then the function F(x, p) defined by Theorem 3.1 is such

that

Fx<x*(x0, p)wiirk â 0

for every set v* such that

$x'(xo)ir  = 0,        <I>x'(xo)t  Sï 0,       <t>Xi{xa)ir  = 0

for all p, all y in T —A, and all 5 in A.

If 7T* is a set as described in the theorem, we set vß(t) =<¡>xi(xo)irit, v'(t)

=\l/zi(xo)TrH and observe that the function f[x{v(t)} ], in which x(v) is the

function constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1, is minimized by Z=0 in
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the class of non-negative t near t — Q. The first derivative of this function ob-

viously vanishes when t = 0 and so its second derivative must be non-negative

when t = 0, or Fxíxt(x0, M^ó^o^O, in which xi0 = dxi[v{t)}/dt when t = 0. If we

differentiate equations (3.3) after replacing v by v(t), we discover that

4>x'(xo)xo = (t>xi(xo)ir ,        ^x<(x0)xo = 0 = \px<(xo)ir ,

^z¡(xo)x0 = ^x.'(xo)t .

It follows that xi0 = TTi and hence that FxiXk(xo, p)iriirk'^0, as desired.

Corollary. If x0 minimizes fix) in the class of points x near x0 such that

<j/(x) ^0, ^"(x) =0, and if the set T—A contains at most one index, y, then the

function F(x, p) defined by Theorem 3.1 is such that Fxixk(xo, ¿u^V4 ^0 for

every set 7r* such that ypxi{xo)iri = Q, <j>xi(xo)iri = 0 for all p and all 5 in A.

There is nothing new to prove unless 7r* is a set satisfying the conditions

of the corollary for which </>J¡(x0)7r<<0. In this case we define #*'= — tt{ and

have a set t* satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.2. Since the quadratic

form is unaltered when *■' is replaced by #*, we see that the corollary is

true.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose there exist multipliers p°'èO, m^ = 0» Mp such that if

F(x, ¡j.)=p.°f(x)+p,ß<l>ß(x)+p.>ij/''(x), then Fxi(x0, p)=0, pß<t>ß(xo) =0 for each

ß. If the quadratic form Fxixk(x0, p)ir'irk > 0 for all nonnull w* such that \pxi(xo)iri

= 0, 0Íí(xo)7tí^O, <j>xi(xo)i!-i = 0for all p, all y such that pt=<j>y(xo) =0, and all 8

such that m5<0, then there is a neighborhood J of x0 such that f(x) >/(x0) if x

is any point in J different from xofor which <j>ß(x) ̂0, ^'(x) =0.

If this theorem were false, there would be a sequence of points x^x«

converging to x0 such that <pß(xr) ̂ 0, ^"(x,.) =0, f(xr) ^/(x0). Define kr as the

positive square root of \xr — x0\ 2—p.ß<pß(xr). Then kT converges to zero. If we

define t*= (x* — xj)/&r, then |7rr| gl since -^(i^O. By passing to a

subsequence we may therefore suppose that tt* converges to a limit w0.

Since At° = 0, we have that

0 ^ k~2[F{xT, M) - F{xo, fl) - /xV(*r)].

Expanding the right-hand side of this inequality by Taylor's theorem, making

use of the fact that FXi(xB, p)=0, and letting r approach  », we find that

(3.4) 0 ^ —Fx<Xi(x0, p)iroTTo + lim sup [— kT p 4> (*>■)]•

Moreover, we see from Taylor's theorem and the relations

kr <j>\Xr)   ^ 4>y(Xr)    ^ fjXr)

W Kf f&Y fif
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that ^((x0)7tJ=0 if ms<0, 0î<(xo)7rJ^O if 0t(xo)=O, and \ppxi(xoW0 = 0. If the
set 7Tq were nonnull, it would then follow from the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3

that FI<3;,(xo)7r07r¿>0 and so (3.4) could not hold since lim sup [ — kj2pß<f>ß(xr) ]

^0. Hence îto = 0- It then follows from (3.4) that

(3.5) lim  kr   P <t>  (Xr)   =   0.

Since we have from the definition of kr that 1 = |irr| 2 — k~2pß4>ß(xr), and since

•7tJ = 0, we see that (3.5) cannot hold. We infer the truth of the theorem from

this contradiction.

4. Some consequences of the hypotheses. For a fixed x on x!x2 it follows

from our hypotheses (2.4) and (2.6) that the function of q,

Ef(x, y0, y0, q, X) - bEL(y0, q) — \B(x)<j>ß(x, y0, q) + b\ß(x)$ß(x, y0, q),

is minimized by qi = yi0 in the class of q{ near y*0 for which <j>ß(x, yo, q) síO,

^"(.x, yo, <z)=0. From Theorem 3.1 we conclude that there exist multipliers

pß, p" such that

[p  - (1 - b)\ß]& + pYp< = 0

when yi = yi0(x), pi = yo{x). Since the matrix (2.2) has rank m+t, it follows

that pß = (l—b)\ß, pp=0 and since 0<£<1, we also conclude from Theorem

3.1 that X"áO. From Theorem 3.3 we have that

■—-— [EF(x, yo, yo, q, X) - bEL(y0, ^Jtt'V* è 0
dq'dq"

when qi = yl(x) for all ir* such that ^¡^«' = 0, fâ^^O, 0^ = 0 for all p, all
7 in T(x)—A(x) and all S in A(x). Since (2.5) holds we have the following

theorem.

Theorem 4.1. If the multipliers satisfy (2.4) and (2.6), then

(4.1) X"(x) ^ 0.

// they also satisfy (2.5), then Fpíp*Triirk}íbLp¡pnTi-Kk holds for every set t1 for

which \pp¡iri = (f>sP¡Tri = 0 for all p and all ô in the set A(x) for which X{(x) <0.

Corollary 1. If the multipliers satisfy (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), then the

matrix

(4.2)

FP<Pk <j>pi

0

0

VP<

o

0

in which y ranges over the set Tr, is nonsingular when x is in Ar, yi = y\,{x),

Pi = yo(x).
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This result is an obvious corollary of Theorem 4.1 when it is remarked

that A(x) is a subset of TT when x is in Ar.

The following differentiability theorem is an immediate consequence of

the preceding corollary.

Corollary 2. When the multipliers are admissible, they and the functions

yo(x) are of class C on each interval AT.

Corollary 3. There exists a constant 6 such that if we define

for each ß, and

H{x, y, p) = e[p\x, y, p)^"{x, y, p) + <f>0(x, y, p)<¡>o{x, y, p)],

then the quadratic form (Fp<pt-\-Hpipk)iriwk>0 for all nonnull vectors tt' and

each x on xlx2.

This is a consequence of a known result [10, p. 679] since Co satisfies the

differential equations \¡/"(x, y, y) =0, (/>o(x, y, y) =0 and is such that Fp¡Pkir'Trk

4>a{x, y, p) = X (x)<t> (x, y, p),

^0 for all nonnull vectors it* such that ^paTi = Q, <j>QPnri = 0.

Lemma 4.1. There exist functions yp'Çx, y, p) (J = m+t-\-1, • • • , n) of class

C" near Co such that the determinant

(4.3)

<t>p<

$p<

tp<

does not vanish on Co-

This lemma is a well known consequence of the fact that the matrix (2.2)

has rank m+t along Co [l, pp. 224-226].

5. The equivalence of (2.6) to 11^ and condition III'. We define the class

J<[ as the collection of all sets N of points (x, y, p, p) such that there exists a

neighborhood <r\.i of the points (x, y0, y0) on C0 and a positive constant a

for which (x, y, p, v) is in N if and only if (x, y, p) is in %i, p°=X°, \vp — Xp(x)|

^a, p-X"(x)| g-aX^(x) if ß is not in T(x)-A(x), -aá**á0 if y is in

T(x) — A(x). We shall say that the arc C0 with the multipliers Xo, X"(x), X"(x)

satisfies the condition Un if there is a set N in Js[ such that

(5.1) EF(x, y, p, q, v) - vBtf{x, y, q) ^ 0

for all sets (x, y, p, q, v) such that (x, y, p, v) is in N, (x, y, p) and (x, y, q)

are in D and </>"(x, y, p) =0 if ß is in A(x).

We shall say that the arc Co with the multipliers Xo, X^x), \"{x) satisfies

the condition III' incase Fpipi[x, yo(x), yo(x), X(x)]ir*V*>0 for every nonnull
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vector t* such that #¡<[x, y0(x), yo(x)]wi = (j)Sj,i[x, y0(x), yo(x)]wi = 0 for all p

and all 8 in A(x).

Theorem 5.1. // the arc Co with the multipliers Xo, X*(x), X"(x) satisfies

equations (2.4), then it satisfies the condition II¿v and satisfies the condition III'

if and only if there is a constant b such that 0 < b < 1 and a neighborhood Di

of Co relative to the set D such that the inequality (2.6) holds whenever (x, y, p)

is in £>i, (x, y, q) is in D, and <f>ß{x, y, p)=0 if ß is in A(x).

The proof of this theorem will follow from a series of lemmas which we now

proceed to prove.

Lemma 5.1. // the arc Co with the multipliers Xo, \ß(x), Xp(x) satisfies the

condition IIjv and equations (2.4), then X"(x) ^0.

This follows directly from Theorem 3.1 when we observe that

Ef(x, yQ, y0, q, X) - \ß{x)^{x, y0, q) ^ 0

for any q' such that <pß{x, yo, q) è0, rp"(x, yo, q) = 0.

Lemma 5.2. If there is a positive constant b such that the inequality (2.6)

holds for all (x, y, p) in a neighborhood Di of C0 relative to O for which <j>ß(x, y, p)

= 0 if ß is in A(x) and all (x, y, q) in D, and if Co with the multipliers Xo, X"(x),

X"(x) satisfies the condition Wn, then the constant b may be required to be less

than one.

If b is not less than one, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that if b' <\,

b[EL(P, q) - \ß{xW(x, y,q)]^ b'[EL(p, q) - \ß{x)4>ß{x, y, q)]

for all (x, y, q) in D. Hence the lemma is true.

Lemma 5.3. // the arc Co with the multipliers Xo ̂ 0, X"(x) i£0, Xp(x) satisfies

the condition III' and satisfies (2.4), there exists a positive number b and a neigh-

borhood D0 of Co relative to D such that the inequality (2.6) holds for all (x, y, p)

in Do such that 4>ß(x, y, p) =0 if ß is in A(x) and all (x, y, q) in D0.

The lemma may be proved by minor adaptations of the proof of Theorem

3.3.
We can easily infer from the identity

EÁ*. y, í. 1, X) - \ß(x)<lP(x, y, q) = EF{x, y, p, q, v)

- v»tf(x, y, q) + (\> - v»)E+> + (X" - Vß)(E^ß - <f>ß)

and the definition of the class 7^ that the following lemma is true.

Lemma 5.4. // the arc Co with the multipliers Xo, Xß(x), \"(x) satisfies the

condition 11}?, there is a neighborhood Di of Co relative to the set D and a positive

constant a such that
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(5.3) EF(x, y, p, q, X) - X^(x)^(x, y, q) ^ a | Ey(x, y, p, q) |

whenever (x, y, p) is in Di, <f>ß(x, y, p) =0 if ß is in A(x) and (x, y, q) is in D.

Moreover, the set Vi can be chosen so that for each closed subset My of B(y) there

is a positive constant a-, such that

,r  „N   E"(x> y> P' ?> x) ~~ W(x)4>"(%, y, q)
(5.4) . .

^ ay | E^y{x, y, p, q) — #T(x, y, q) \     (7 not summed)

whenever (x, y, p) is in £>i, <j>B{x, y, p) =0 if ß is in A(x), and (x, y, q) is in D,

and x is in My.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 may now be constructed by modifying the

method used by Hestenes to prove a similar theorem [3, Theorem 4.3]. If a

constant b and a neighborhood Oi having the properties described in Theorem

5.1 cannot be found, it follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 that there exists a

sequence {xk, yk, pk, qk) such that (xk, yk, pk) is in <D, (xk, yk, qk) is in <D — O0,

$ß(xk, yk, pk)=0 if ß is in A(x*),

EF[xk, yk, pk, qk, X(x*)] - \B{xk)(f^{xk, yk, qk)

^ kr1 [EL(ph, qk) - \B(xk)$B(xk, yk, qk)],

and for which (xk, yk, pk) converges to a point (x0, yo, yo) on C0. Since X"(x)

is continuous, we may suppose that

<^(xk, yk, pk) = 0

if ß is in A(x0).

Case I. qk has a finite accumulation point qa- Then q0^y0 for all * since

(xo, yo, jo) is on Co and (x0, yo, qo) is not in D0- It follows from (2.7) that

(5-6) EL(p,q)^2L(q),

and since $ß(x, y, q) Jal, it follows from (5.5) and the condition Iliv that

(5.7) lim {EF[{xk, yk, pk, qk, \(xk)] - \ß(xk)<t>ß(xk, yk, qk)} = 0.

Suppose for the moment that the set r(x0) —A(x0) is void. By Lemma 4.1

the equations

<(>s(x, y, r) = 0 if 5 is in A(x0),    <t>a(x, y, r) = <t>"(x, y, p) + V
(5.8)

if a is not in r(x0), i"(x, y, r) = 0,    ^'(x, y, r) = t'(x, y, p) + v>

have solutions r\x, y, p, v) of class C near (x0, yo, yo, 0) such that

r'(x0, yo, yo, 0) =y0, (x, y, r) is in <D, and 0s(x, y, r) =0 if 8 is in A(x). If we

set r{(v)=ri(xk, yk, pk, v), it follows from the condition 11^ that for |i>| suffi-

ciently small,

lim inf {EF\xk, yk, rk(v), qk, X(x*)] - \B{xk)<j>B{xk, yk, qk)} è 0,
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and hence from (5.7)

lim inf {EF[xk, yk, rk(v), qk, X(x*)] - EF[xk, yk, pk, qk, X(x*)]} ^ 0,

F[x0, yo, yo, X(xo)] — yoFp¡[x0, yo, jo, X)(x0)]

(5.9) - F[x0, yo, r0(v), X(x0)] + ra(v)Fpi[x0, y0, r0(v), X(x0)]

— ql{Fpi[x0, yo, r0(v), X(x0)] — Fpi[xo, yo, j>o, X(x0)]} = 0.

Define v"(e) =#a[xo, y a, yo+e(qo — yo)]—<pa(.xo, yo, yo) if « is not in r(x0),

v'(e)=y}/'[xo, yo, yo+e{qo-yo)]-Tp'(xo, yo, yo), ri(e)=ri0v(e),

Q(e) = F[x0, yo, yo, X(x0)] — yoFpi[x0, yo, yo, X(x0)]

- F[x0, yo, r(e), X(x0)] + r' (e)Fpi[xo, yo, r(e), X(x0)]

— q0{FPi[x0, yo, r(e), X(x0)] - Fpi[x0, yo, yo, X(x0)]}.

By (5.9) and the fact that r'(0) =y0 we see that Q(e)tQ(0) =0 for all suffi-

ciently small e. Hence Q'(0) =0, or

(5.10) (y\ - ql)Fpipk[xo, yo, yo, X(x0)]r'(0) = 0.

Now it follows from (5.3) that lim \E^(xk, yk, pk,.qk)\ =0. Since

^"(xk, yk, pk) =\pp(xk, yk, qk) =0, it follows that

(5.11) (ql - yo)^P,{xo, yo, yo) = 0.

Similarly, it follows from (5.4) and the fact that <f>5(xk, yk, pk)=0 if 8 is in

A(x0) that

(5.12) ($o — y\)4>P'{xo, yo, yo) = 0

if 5 is in A(xo). If we differentiate the equations satisfied by r(e) and set e — 0,

we find that f*(0) =q0 — y0 and hence

Fpipk[x0, yo, yo, nxolMO)*^) = 0

although the numbers r*'(0) do not all vanish and satisfy

>/v(xo, yo, yo)r\o) = <¡>„¡(x0, yo, yo)r (0) = 0

for all p and all S in A(x0), and this is a contradiction of condition III'.

If the set r(x0) —A(x0) is not void, it contains a unique index y. We show

first that <¡>l¡(x0, yo, yo)(ql — yo) ^0. We observe that if we set j'"=X'', vß=\ß

when ß^y, it follows from the identity (5.2) and the condition 11^ that if

vy= —a, then the point (xk, yk, pk, v) is in N for k sufficiently large, and

EF[xk, yk, pk, qk, \(xk)] — \ß(xk)4>ß(xk, yk, qk)

\^J ■ i-Oj - y - -     y % i y -i

à — [a + X (xii)J[<¿> (xk, yk, pk) + (qk — pk)<t>Pi(xk, yk, pk)\.
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Since (5.7) holds and X^xo) =<py(xo, yo, yo) =0, we find that

i i      y
0è- a(q0 — yo)<t>p'{xo, yo, jo).

Since a>0, we see that (pl<(x0, yo, yoKîô- jo) =0.

Suppose 4>p¡{xo, yo, yo)(<zó — jo) = 0- Then we include the equation

<t>""(x, y,r)=0 with the equations (5.8) and the analysis in the preceding para-

graphs is unaltered since <^¡(x0, y0, yo)T~i(0)=0. If 0£<(xo, yo, jo)(ql — jo)>0,

we include with the equations (5.8) the equation <f>y(x, y, r)—vy. Then the

solutions r*(x, y, p, v) will be such that (x, y, r) will be in O if vy^0. We set

vy—<py[xo, yo, jo+e(q0 — jo)], the V and v' being defined as before. Then

vy(e) 2:0 if e is positive and sufficiently small and so Q(e) ^Ç(O) for all non-

negative small e. Hence Q'(0)^0, or (y0 — q0)Fpipk[xo, yo, jo, X(x0) ]/•'(()) ^0.

It follows just as above from (5.11) and (5.12) that ri(0)=qo — yo and that

the last inequality cannot hold when Co satisfies condition III'.

This disposes of the case in which qk has a finite accumulation point. Next

consider:

Case II. L(qk)—>+ «>. Then the sequences qt/L(qk) converge to limits

jr< and iriiri=l. It follows from (5.5) and (5.6) that

(5.14) lim {EF[xk, yk, pk, qk, \(xk)] - \ß{xk)(^(xk, yk, qk))/L{qk) = 0.

If the set T(xo) — A(x0) is void, we define the functions r\{v) as in the bounded

case. Instead of (5.9) we now get

— ir^Fpilxo, yo, r0(v), X(x0) — Fpi[xB, yo, jo, X(x0)]} =£ 0.

We define v"(e) =<f>a(x0, y0, jo+eir)—4>a(x0, y0, j0), v'(e) =ip'(xo, y0, j+eir)

-Tp'(xo, yo, jo), ri{e)=ri0[v{e)], Q(e) = —Ki{Fpt[xo, yo, r(e), \(x0)]-Fpi[x0, yo,

jo, X(xo)]}. Then Q(e)^Q(0) =0 for all sufficiently small e, C-'(O) =0, and

(5.15) - ^».[¡to, yo, jo, X(x0)]r*(0) = 0.

Instead of (5.11) and (5.12) we infer from (5.14), (5.3), and (5.4) that

fâ<{xo, yo, Jo)ttí=<í>p¡(xo, yo, yo)7r* = 0 for all p and all ô in A(x0), and this with

(5.15) contradicts the nonsingularity hypothesis, since it is easy to see by

differentiating the equations satisfied by r(e) that f<(0)™T<. If there is an

index7inr(x0)— A(x0), we see from (5.13) and (5.14) that</>p,(x0, yo, yoV^O.

The modifications in the analysis for the bounded case can be easily carried

out since this inequality holds.

To prove the converse of Theorem 5.1 we utilize the following lemma

which is similar to the Corollary of Hestenes [3, Corollary 1, p. 59].

Lemma 5.5. There is a neighborhood Do of Co relative to O and a positive

constant bi such that

(5.16) E^{x, y, p, q) - <¡>B{x, y, q) < b,EL{p, q)
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whenever (x, y, p) is in D0 and (x, y, q) is in D. Moreover, if H(x, y, p) is of

class C" on "R. and is such that there exists a positive constant W and a neighbor-

hood Ji of Co in (x, y)-space such that WL(p) ^ [ H(x, y, p) \ whenever (x, y) is

in Ji and (x, y, p) is in D, then D0 and b\ may be chosen so that

(5.17) \EH(x,y,p,q)\èb1EL(p,q)

whenever (x, y, p) is in D0 and (x, y, q) is in D.

Since Lpipkiriirk>0 for all nonnull sets «■*, it follows from reasoning like

that used in Lemma 5.3 that there is a neighborhood "Rj of Co in (x, y, p)-space

and a positive constant b2 such that (5.17) holds with bi replaced by b2

whenever (x, y, p) and (x, y, q) are in <Ri for both H and <j>ß. Since <f>ß ^ 0 on D,

(5.16) also holds with &i replaced by &2 whenever (x, y, p) and (x, y, q) are

in 'RjD. Choose a neighborhood D0 of Co relative to D such that the closure

of Do is in %x- Then there exists a positive constant 63 such that

L(q) ^b3EL{p, q) whenever (x, y, p) is in D0 and (x, y, q) is in D— iRiD. Let

bi be an upper bound for \H(x, y, p)—piHp¡(x, y, p)\, \Hpt(x, y, p)\,

\4>ß(x, y, p)-pi4>ßP'(x, y, p)\, \<j>ßi(x, y, p)\ whenever (x, y, p) is in D0. If

(x, y, p) is in Do and (x, y, q) is in D—<RiD, then

I EH(x, y, p, q) - H(x, y, q) j £ i4(» + l)L(q) ^ bM» + l)EL(p, q),

and the same inequality holds if H is replaced by <j>ß. It follows that (5.16)

is true if bi = b2+babi(n + l) whenever (x, y, p) is in D0 and (x, y, q) is in D.

Reduce D0 if necessary so that (x, y) is in Ji if (x, y, p) is in D0. Then it is

clear that (5.17) holds if bi = b2+Wb3+b3bi(n + i) whenever (x, y, p) is inD0

and (x, y, q) is in D.

We may now complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose a positive

constant b and a neighborhood iRi of Co in (x, y, p) space exist such that the

inequality (2.6) holds whenever (x, y, p) is in iRjD, (x, y, q) is in D, and

<j^(x, y, p) =0 if ß is in A(x). By Lemma 5.5 we may find a positive constant

¿>i and reduce Di if necessary so that \E^>\ SbiEL, |£/| Sb\EL, E^ß~(j)ß

^ biEL if (x, y, p) is in "RjD and (x, y, q) is in D. Define N as the member

of the class K[ determined by the neighborhood iRi and a positive number a

such that a<b, ah[t+ i+m max |Xfl(x)| ]<b. If (x, y, p, q, v) is such that

(x, y, p, v) is in N, (x, y, p) and (x, y, q) are in D, and <j>ß(x, y, p) =0 if ß is

in A(x), then v^iE^-fr) ^ -abxEL if 7 is in T(x) -A(x),

(y° - \a)E^c ^ - Û&! max I X*(x) | EL,        (va - \a)$a à a\a(x)$a,

(v'—X^E^^ —abiEL. Now if a is in A(x), then <£"(x, y, p)=$"(x, y, p) =0,

(¡>pi(x, y, p)=fpi(x, y, p), while if a is not in T(x), then i>"=Xa = 0. Hence

(va— X")^«—<t>a) = (va—'ka)(E¿<* — $a) if a is restricted to the set comple-

mentary to T(x) —A(x). It follows from these relations and the identity (5.2),

written in the form
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EF{x, y, p, q, v) - vB<^(x, y, q) = EF(x, y, p, q, X) - \B(x)^(x, y, q)

+ {vp - \p)Ef + vy{ES - <j>y) + (V - \')Br - (v* - X«)«?«,

that the left-hand side of (5.1) is not less than

b[EL(p, q) - \'(x)p(x, y,q)]~ aibxEL{p, q) - ahEL(p, q)

— a max | X°(x) | mbxEL(p, q) + a\a(x)$a(x, y, q) ^ 0

by virtue of our choice of a. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1 since

III' follows from Theorem 4.1.

6. Convergent sequences of admissible arcs. In the proof of Theorem 2.1

we shall need to be able to draw conclusions on the convergence of the deriva-

tives j\ of a sequence of admissible arcs Cr which converge to Co uniformly

in (x, y)-space. The particular results needed can be deduced from the fol-

lowing theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Let Co satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. If Cr is a se-

quence of admissible arcs in £> which converge uniformly to Co in (x, y)-space

such that lim sup J(Cr)^J(Co), then it is true that lim K(Cr, C0)=0, and

that there is a subsequence Cr¡. of the sequence CT such that lim j\k = y¿ almost

uniformly on x'x2.

Here J(C) and K(C, Co) are defined as

r'
J(C) = [F(x, y, y, X) - X"(x)^(x, y, j)]dx,

J xl

/, x% [L(j- jo) - l]dx.
xl

Consider the equations

*"(*. y. p) = *"(*. yo, jo),     iK*, y, p) = o,
(6.1)

lK*. y, P) = if>t(x, yB, jo)

in which the functions \¡/' are those of Lemma 4.1. By Corollary 2 to Theorem

4.1 the functions involved in equations (6.1) are of class C for x on each

AT and for (x, y, P) near Co. Hence there exist solutions P*(x, y) of class C

if x is in Ar and y is near yo(x) such that P*[x, yo(x)] = y0(x). Since y0(x) is

continuous, it follows that equations (6.1) are satisfied when x is an end point

xT of an interval AT by P'(xT-, y) as well as by Pl(Xr+, y). Since the equations

(6.1) admit only one solution near y0(x) when y1 is sufficiently near yi(x), it

follows that P^Xr-, y) =Pi(xT+, y), and hence that Pl{x, y) is continuous on

the whole interval x'x2. Differentiating this last equation we see also that

P\t{x, y) is continuous on xlx2.

With the help of the functions P'(x, y), J{C) can be written as the sum
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(6.2) J(C) = J*(C) + E*(C),

in which

J*(C) = [F(x, y, P, X) + (y' - P<)Fpt{x, y, P, \)]dx,
J xl

E*{C) = [EF(x, y, P, y, X) - X*(x)<^(x, y, y)]dx.
J xi

For any function H(x, y, p) of class C" on D we define

(6.3) H(C) =  f    H(x, y, y)dx.

We shall be interested only in the case in which there is a positive constant

c and a neighborhood D0 of C0 relative to D such that

(6.4) EF(x, y, p, q, X) - \ß(x)tf(x, y, q) ^ c \  EH(x, y, p, q) J

whenever (x, y, p) is in D0, (x, y, q) is in D, and <t>ß(x, y, p) =0 if ß is in A(x).

We shall say that H is £*-dominated by F near Co on D when this is true.

We shall also restrict the constant c and the neighborhood D0 so that

(6.5) EF{x, y, p, q, X) - X"(x)<^(x, y, q) = cEL(p - P, q - P)

whenever (x, y, p) is in Do, (x, y, q) is in D, and <pß(x, y, p) =0 if ß is in A(x).

The possibility of doing this follows from the £*-dominance of L by F near

Co on D and from Lemma 5.5 when we observe that L(p—P) satisfies the

hypotheses imposed on H(x, y, p) in that Lemma.

Theorem 6.1 will be a consequence of the following lemma, whose proof

is identical with that of a similar lemma of Hestenes [4, Theorem 5.1].

Lemma 6.1. Let Co satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Given a constant

e > 0, there exists a constant r¡ > 0 and a neighborhood J of Co in (x, y) -space such

that the inequality

HiC) - H(Co) < e

holds for every admissible arc C in J which lies in D, satisfies the end conditions

(2.1), and is such that

J(C) ^ /(Co) + v-

The first part of Theorem 6.1 will follow from Lemma 6.1 provided that

H(C) =K(C, Co) has an integrand H(x, y, p) =L(p — ya) — 1 which is £*-dom-

inated by F near Co on D. Since this can be shown just as (6.5) was shown, we

conclude that

lim K(CT, Co) = 0.
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To prove the second part of the theorem, we observe that Schwarz' inequality

implies that

if    I Vr - jo | dx\    =  If     [L(yr - jo) - l]1/2[L(yr - yo) + l]1/2áx|

rx*
^ K{CT,Co) I      [L(jr- jo) + l]dx

J x¡

= K(CT, C„)[2(x2 - X1) + K(Cr, Co)].

It follows that j\ converges in mean of order one to y0. The existence of a

subsequence which converges almost everywhere to yó (and hence almost

uniformly to y0) is a well known consequence of convergence in mean [2,

Theorem 23, p. 242 and Theorem 19, p. 239].

7. The variation 77Ó- Our proof of Theorem 2.1 is indirect. Suppose the

hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled but that the conclusion is not. Then

there is a sequence Cr: yi = yr(x) of curves in D which satisfy the end condi-

tions (2.1), are different from Co, and such that

lim yr(x) = y0(x)

uniformly on x'x2, and yet I(Cr)^I(Co). Since Cr and Co are in £) and

X°^0, /(Cr)=X°7(Cr)^X0J(Co)=/(Co). By virtue of Theorem 6.1 we may

replace Cr by a subsequence for which y\ converges almost uniformly to

y0 on x'x2 and hence for which lim kr = 0, in which

kr £ 0,        kr - K(Cr, Co) -  I     \"(x)$l>(x, yr, jr)dx.
J xl

This follows since Xfl(x)#fl(x, yr, jr) converges boundedly to X"(x)^i(x, y0, yo)

= 0 almost everywhere on xxx2. Let us define

Vr(x) = (y* - yl)/kr.

Then it is clear that

(7.1) {   \ir\yhr(x)}dxïk   1,
J Xl

in which
2  i 1 2        r -]

kr(x)   =   1  + L(jr —   jo)   =   *r| ljr|  / [L(jr  ~   jo)   ~   lj.

Lemma 7.1. The integrals of the functions hr(x) are absolutely continuous

uniformly with respect to r.

This follows since hr(x) differs by 2 from the integrand of K(Cr, Co) and

K(Cr, Co) tends to zero.
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Lemma 7.2. The functions rjr(x) are absolutely continuous uniformly with

respect to r.

By Schwartz's inequality and (7.1),

(7.2) f 4dx\  ^  f (\iir\2/hr)dx f hrdx á   f krdx.
I J M \ J M J M J M

Thus the result follows from Lemma 7.1.

Lemma 7.3. The sequence of arcs CT may be chosen so that there exists a func-

tion rjo(x) satisfying the end conditions (2.8) and such that lim r¡\(x) =r)0(x)

uniformly on xlx2. Moreover, rf0{x) is absolutely continuous and

f. | 770 \-dx ^ 2.
x¡

By Lemma 7.2 the functions r¡'T(x) are absolutely continuous uniformly in

r. Since ^(x1) =0, the functions rf(x) are also uniformly bounded. By Ascoli's

theorem [2, p. 122] subsequences can be found which converge uniformly

to limits y0(x) and these limits are obviously absolutely continuous and such

that if0(x')=0.

The proof of the integrability of 17j0|2 to an integral bounded by two is

identical with that of the corresponding assertion when there are no dif-

ferential inequalities [6, pp. 528-529].

Lemma 7.4. If g(x) is bounded and measurable, and if Nir(x) are continuous

functions which converge uniformly to iV,o(x) on xht%, then

(7.3) lim    I    g{x){r¡r — r¡0)dx = 0,
J M

(7.4) lim    J        NÍT(x)r¡ldx =   I    Nit>(x)r¡ldx

for every measurable subset M of x'x2. // | g(x) |2 is integrable, then

(7.5) lim   I   g(x)(r¡l - i¡o)dx = 0
J M

for every measurable subset M of x'x2 on which y\ converges uniformly.

The relation (7.3) is obvious since tjJ(x) converges uniformly to ^(x).

If |g(x)|2 is integrable, there exists for each e>0 a bounded function G(x)

such that [8, p. 229]

/.

2

| g(x) - G(x) \2dx < e.
ii
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If if is a set on which j* converges uniformly to j0 on M, then hr(x) converges

uniformly to 2 on M and so it follows from (7.1) and Lemma 7.3 that

/| 7Jr \2dx ̂ 3, I     I ?7o \2dx ̂  2
M J M

if r is sufficiently large. From Schwarz' inequality we then have

/I2
[g(x) - G(x)](il - vo)dx\

M I

^ 2  f   [g(x) - G(x)]2¿x f ( | ij, |* + | ij« \2)dx ̂  10*.

To prove (7.5) it is therefore sufficient to prove it when g(x) is bounded.

The relation (7.5) when g(x) is bounded and M is any measurable subset of

x'x2 and the relation (7.4) follow from known results on Lebesgue-Stieltjes

integrals [see 2, Theorem 28, p. 285; Theorem 21, p. 280; Corollary to

Theorem 20, p. 280].

8. Some auxiliary functions. Let us recall from §6 the definition of the

functions P*(x, y) such that [x, y, P(x, y) ] lies in D whenever (x, y) is in a

neighborhood of C0 and such that Pi{x, yo)=yô- Define pir(x)=Pi[x, yr(x)],

TTr(x) = [pr(x) -pl(x)]/kr,  7T0(x) =P^[x,  y0(x) ]ljj(*).

Lemma 8.1. The following relations hold:

(8.1) <¡>B(x, yr, pr) = <t>B{x, yo, jo),        iK*, yr, pr) = 0,

(8.2) lim pr(x) = po(x) = yo(x) uniformly on x x ,

i i 12

(8.3) lim 7Tr(x) = 7To(x) uniformly on x x .

Equations (8.1) are immediate consequences of the definitions. Equations

(8.2) follow from the uniform convergence of yj(x) to y0(x) and the con-

tinuity of P*(x, y) for x on x'x2 and y near yo(x). To prove equations (8.3)

observe that Taylor's formula yields

7T*(x)   =   B\T{x)r)r{x),

in which

Blr(x) =   j    P'y'[x, y0 + 0(yr - ya)]d6.
J 0

Since y\ converges uniformly to y0 and since Pj,»(x, y) is continuous for x on

x'x2 and y near yo(x), -BL(x) converges uniformly to Pj» [x, yo(x) ]. By Lemma

7.3, rfr{x) converges uniformly to r¡°0(x). Hence equations (8.3) are true.

As a corollary of Lemmas 8.1 and 7.4 we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 8.2. // Nir(x) are continuous functions which converge uniformly to

Nío(x) on x1x2, and if \ g(x) |2 is integrable, then

/» /»iVir(ijr — irT)dx =   j    iV,-o(ijo — TTo)dx

for every measurable subset M of xlx2, and

Hm     I      g(x)(ljr —   Tr)dx  = g(x)(r¡l  ~   TTo)dx
J M J M

for every measurable subset M of x1x2 on which y\ converges uniformly.

Lemma 8.3. If(f>(x, y, p) is any function of class C near Co, then

lim kr  [<j>(x, yT, pr) - 4>(x, yo, yô)} = <i>ym + <i>p>*o

uniformly on x1x2.

This follows directly from Taylor's theorem and Lemma 8.1.

If we replace, in Lemma 8.3, 4> by $' and then by (¡>ß and use equations

(8.1) we immediately deduce the following lemma.

Lemma 8.4. The functions ri0(x) satisfy with the auxiliary functions ir0(x)

the following equations :

pi pi ß     i ß     i
\ÍV?0 + ^pilTO  =   0, 4>yO)o + </)p.To  =   0.

9. First order terms. Let H(x, y, p) be a function of class C near Co,

and define

H(C, M) =  f   H(x, y, y)dx,
J M

H*(P, M) =   f   [H(x, y, P) + (y< - P^H^x, y, P)]dx,

E*h{C, M) = f  EH(x, y, P, y)dx,

Fifo, M) =  f   (Hyrf + H,àftd%.
J M

It is clear that

(9.1) HP, M) = H*p, M) + E*Hp, M).

Lemma 9.1. If H(x, y, p) is of class C near Co, then

lim C[H*pT, M) - H*Po, M)] = Hiivo, M).
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This follows at once from Lemmas 8.3 and 8.2.

Let us define

Ji(v) =   f    tfW + F^dx.
J xl

By virtue of equation (2.3) and the fact that rfT(x°) =0, we have the following

lemma.

Lemma 9.2. For each r = 0, 1, • • -, Ji(yr) = Fptr¡ír\fi = 0.

Lemma 9.3. We have that

lim C[jPr) - /(Co)] = lim h^[j*(Cr) - /*(Co)] - lim Ce*Pt) = 0.

By Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2 we have that

lim k~\j*Pr) - /*(Co)] = Jtivo) = 0.

From equation (6.7) we conclude that

(9.2) 0 ^ lim sup k~\jpr) - /(Co)] = lim sup kr~1E*pr).

However, E*(Cr) ^0 if r is so large that (x, yT, pr) is near enough to C0 for

(2.6) to hold, since both (x, yT, pr) and (x, yr, yr) are in D and <f>ß(x, yr, pr) =0

if ß is in A(x). Hence the right-hand side of (9.2) cannot be negative and so

the lemma is true.

Lemma 9.4. If H(x, y, p) is of class C near Co and is E*-dominated by F

near Co on D, then

lim k^iHPr, M) - H(Co, M)] = H^o, M).

If r is large enough, we may integrate the inequality (6.4) to see that

| £ff(Cr, M) | g<r-1£*(Cr) and so we see from Lemma 9.3 that

lim k^EaPr, M) = 0.

Lemma 9.4 is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 9.1 and equation

(9.1).
10. Admissibility of the variation rf0. We have seen in Lemma 7.3 that

the functions t/0 are absolutely continuous, have integrable square deriva-

tives, and satisfy the end conditions (2.8). We complete the proof of the

admissibility of rj0 in the following lemma.

Lemma 10.1. The variation tj0 satisfies (2.9) for almost all x in B(ß), (2.10)

for almost all x in A(ß), and (2.11) for almost all x on x'x2.

It follows from Lemma 5.5 that the functions ^p and <ßß satisfy the condi-

tions imposed on H in Lemma 9.4. We thus infer that
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0 = lim kr W{x, yr, jr) — f'ix, yo, jo)]dx =   I     (ipl'Vo + TpP4o)dx
J M J M

for every measurable subset M of xlx2. Hence (2.11) is satisfied for almost

all x on xJx2. We also have that

(10.1)

0 iS lim kt    J    <¡> (x, yr, yr)dx =   !     (#¡,¡170 + <¡>Pir)o)dx,
J M J M

/' ß     i ß     i
(4V7o + (¡>pir)o)dx

M

for every measurable subset M of A(ß). Hence (2.10) is satisfied for almost

all x in A(ß). If M is a closed subset of B(ß), there is a number €ß(M) such

that \ß(x) ^ — eB(M) <0 on M. Hence it follows from the definition of kr that

2

—\Cß —l—i C      ß       ß
Oí i,    j    4> (x, yT, jr)dx ¿ — kT tß (M) I     X (x)<£ (x, xr, yr)áx

•^ JVf J xl
-1

á   krtß   {M).

Hence the inequality (10.1) is an equality for every closed subset M of Biß).

It follows that (2.9) is satisfied for almost all x in B{ß).

11. Second order terms. The second variation of J*(C) along Co is

/, «•
[2co(x, ?;, 7T0) + 2(tj   — iro)o)Ti(x, j;, iro)]dx

xl

in which 2w is defined in (2.12). It is easy to see that

J'1' i i V
Fp¡p"(v   — iro)(r¡   — ir0)dx.

xl

Lemma 11.1.  We have that lim ¿p[/*(£•)- J*(C0)] = (1/2) Jtivo).

This follows at once from Taylor's theorem and Lemmas 9.2 and 8.2.

Lemma 11.2. If H(x, y, p) is a function of the form

H = 6[i\x, y, p)ip"(x, y, p) + <j>o{x, y, p)<j>o(x, y, p)],

in which d is constant and 0o=Xi(x)<^s(x, y, p) (ß not summed), then

lim kr    I    EH(x, yT, pr, jr)dx = 0
J MM

for every measurable subset M of xlx2 on which y\ converges uniformly.

Since equations (8.1) hold, the lemma is equivalent to proving that
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kr    I    <¡>o{x, yr, yr)0o(x, yr, yr)dx = 0
J M

lim
M

for each ß. Since y\ converges uniformly to y*0 on M and (2.4) holds, there

exists for each e>0 an index 2?(e) such that

0 ^ <j>o(x, yr, yr) [1 + <t>  (x, y„ y,)]      ^ — e

for each ß if r>i?(e). By the definition of kr, we have that if r>R(e),

—2   Ç        ß ß —ifßß
0 £ kr    I    4>o(x, y„ yr)4>o(x, y„ yT)dx ^ — kT e f    X (x)$ (x, y„ yr)dx ¿ é

J M J M

for each /3. Hence the lemma is true.

Lemma 11.3. We have that

-2 If
lim inf kT E*pr) s£ — i     Fp¡pv(rio — ir0)(ijo — 7r0)dx.

2 / xixi

In order to prove this result let M be a measurable subset of x'x2 on which

y'r converges uniformly to y\¡. With the help of Lemma 11.2 and Corollary 3

to Theorem 4.1 the proof of the relation

—2    | J-      / i i        v v

lim inf kr    I     -Ef(x, y„ ^>r, yr, X)¿x ^ — I    Fpip*(r¡0 — iro)(vo — iro)dx
J M 2   J m

can be made by the method of Hestenes [5, Lemma 10.1 ]. Since

\ß(x)<j)ß(x, yT, yr) ^0 and since (2.6) holds, we thus find that

lim inf kT E*Pr) ^ lim inf kT    I     [EF(x, yT, pT, jr, X) — X (x)<t> (x, yT, yr)]dx
J M

è lim inf kr    j    EF{x, yr, pr, yr, X)dx
J M

A        / ¿ V V V

= ~ |    Fptpv(rio — ir0)(îjo — To)dx.
2   J m

Since yl converges almost uniformly on xxx2, it follows from our choice of M

and the integrability of \r¡o\2 that this last inequality also holds when M is

replaced by the whole interval x'x2. Hence the lemma is true.

12. Completion of the proof of Theorem 2.1. By virtue of the definition

of Cr and equation (6.7), we have that

(12.1) 0 S   k~r2[jPr)   - /(Co)]   =   C[J*PT)  - J*Po)  + E*(Cr)}.

By Lemmas 11.1,  11.3 and  equation above Lemma  11.1, we have  that
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0^/2(170). Since 77a is an admissible variation by Lemmas 7.3 and 10.1, it fol-

lows from the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 that r¡0(x) =0. It then follows from

(12.1) and the non-negativeness of E*(Cr) for sufficiently large r that

lim kr2E*(Cr) =0. By Lemma 5.5 there exists a positive number b*, which we

may assume to be less than one, such that EL(pr, jr)ïèb*EL(pr — yo, jr — jo)

for r sufficiently large. It then follows from (2.6) that for sufficiently large r,

CE*{CT) à bb*k~2 f     [EL(pr - jo, jr - jo) - \ß(x)$B(x, yr, jr)]dx
J xl

-! r'r 1 + klriWl 1
^ bb*kr L(yr -  jo)  -   Tl -  \ß{x)¥{x,  yT,  jr)     dx

J xi L L(pr — yo) J

i2 r b2 •* *    -\

^ bb*C C \L(jr - y0) - 1 - \B{x)$B{x, yn yr) - '1 dx.
J xl    L L(pr —  jo)J

By Lemmas 7.4 and 8.1 and the definition of kr we find that

lim inf k~r2E*{Cr) ̂  bb* > 0

since ??o=0, and this is a contradiction from which we infer the truth of

Theorem 2.1.
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